I can statements - Calligraphy

I can learn the parts of the calligraphy pen, and how to use a pen and ink

I can learn the roman italic style of calligraphy

I can learn to lay out a design for a quote using a ruler, measurements, margins, centering, with a baseline, waist line, and ascender line

I can learn the uncial style of calligraphy

I can learn the roman gothic style of calligraphy

I can use a script pen and do the script style of calligraphy

I can use Celtic designs with my uncial style of writing

I can create an original style of lettering (font)

I can create an original graffiti design

I can come up with a theme for an artist journal

I can design a cover for the journal that goes with the theme

I can decide what color scheme will work best, and decide on a medium to use

I can create a name page, including a self-portrait, and word description

I can learn to use tape transfers

I can use water colors with creative textures for 4 pages

I can find a quote to go with the theme and use a favorite calligraphy style to write it on one of the water color pages

I can make a stamp of a letter out of gum erasers

I can use different kinds of stencils

I can make an original stencil and spray paint it into my journal

I can use ink marbling on a page in my journal